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Introduction 

WebRatio is an agile development tool for model-driven development of business Java Web 
applications such as corporate portals, information systems, workflow and business process 
management, etc. It allows the visual modeling of all aspects of a Web application and the 
automatic generation of all the source code needed for running the application on the internet 
or a corporate intranet.  

WebRatio allows the creation of custom applications with either a Business Process Modeling 
Notation (BPMN) or an Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) diagram as the starting 
development model. For the purpose of Oblig 3, we have made use of the free version of 
WebRatio which is based on BPMN models. The steps to generate a rapid prototype of a web 
application for our I-Concierge Event Booking scenario, based on a BPMN model, is shown 
below. 

The I-Concierge Event Booking Process 

In the context of our I-Concierge system, the event booking process caters for the following two 
user scenarios: 

1. A user enters relevant event details, selects a start date, and confirms the selection 
made. If the event cannot be booked, for reasons such as seat unavailability or wrong 
date selection, the customer must be presented with a new event booking selection 
which he / she can accept or reject. 

2. If a booking request, made by a customer, can be successfully completed, the I-Concierge 
system must save the booking details and send a confirmation message back to the 
customer. 

The BPMN model, created using WebRatio, for the two cases presented above is shown in figure 
1.  



 

Figure 1. I-Concierge Event Booking Process 

 

Brief WebRatio Process Walk-through 

WebRatio structures each new project in terms of processes, business objects, and roles (Note 

that ‘signals’ have been omitted for the purpose of this event booking scenario). Figure 2 

illustrates the various project elements in WebRatio that need to be defined.  

 

Figure 2. WebRatio Project Elements 

A Process defines the BPMN model that will be used as the basis for automatically generating a 
web application. As shown in figure 1, the BPMN model represents the typical process events 

and message exchanges between a customer and I-Concierge which is represented by a booking 

manager participant. This procedure outlines the first step that needs to be carried out for a 

successful web application generation. 

Business objects refer to process data that is being produced and / or consumed by BPMN 
processes. These business objects must be explicitly assigned to all BPMN elements, including 



processes and gateways, which are going to make use of them for further processing. For the 
event booking process of I-Concierge, a business object called “Event Booking Form” was 
created and its internal structure can be viewed in figure 3. 

 

 Figure 3. Event Booking Business Object 

A total of ten different property parameters have been created along with their specific types 
defined in terms of ‘integer’, ‘string’, and ‘date’. For each business object property, it is possible 

to define a list of constants which the user can choose from. This is shown in figure 4 for the 

“Event Venue” property which contains three user-selectable items including “Oslo Kino”, 

“Telenor Arena”, and “National Theater”. 

 

Figure 4. User-Selectable Business Object Property Items 

After business objects have been created, they can be assigned to the individual BPMN 

processes which have to manipulate them. For instance, the “Send Booking Event Request” 

process requires a user to input event request details into the “Event Booking Form” business 



object. Its process or activity parameters are shown in figure 5 along with a set of restrictions 

that enforces various user privileges on the data parameters being accessed.  

Since a customer initially sends an event booking request to I-Concierge, only the specific 
scenario-based business object parameters are shown to that user while other irrelevant ones 

are kept hidden. For example, during the initial event booking request, a customer is not 

expected to fill in event details related to the unique identifier, price, and confirmation status of 

the event booking. These information must be later provided by the booking manager. 

 

Figure 5. Customer Data Access Rights on Business Object Parameters 

Consequently, a booking manager, involved in the “Check Event Availability” process after 
receiving the event booking request from a customer, must be allowed to view and edit all the 

parameters defined in the “Event Booking Form” business object as shown in figure 6.  



 

Figure 6. Booking Manager Data Access Rights on Business Object Parameters 

Editing the business object concludes the second step of the WebRatio code generation process.  

The last step to be implemented requires the creation of Roles which define a list of actual 

system users based on the types of participants that are represented as BPMN lanes and pools. 

Therefore, as depicted in figure2, two roles, namely “User” and “Booking Manager”, have been 

created to represent the actual participants involved in the ‘Customer Request’ pool as well as 

the ‘I-Concierge Booking’ pool of figure 1.  

  



Output Solution: The Generated Web Application for I-Concierge 

After successfully creating the processes, business objects, and roles for our I-Concierge system, 

WebRatio is now ready to compile, execute, and deploy a new web application. When the 

generation process is complete, we are greeted with a generic login screen as shown in figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. Login Screen for the generated I-Concierge Web Application 

Based on pre-assigned roles, a user can either login as a “User” or “Booking Manager”. According 

to the BPMN process flow for performing an event booking registration, a customer or booking 

manager undergoes a series of operations which are represented in figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 

13.  

 

Figure 8. Initiation of a new Event Booking Request 

In figure 8, the user clicks on the “Start” button to initiate a new event booking request. 



 

Figure 9. Providing Details for the Event Booking Form 

The user can then fill in the required event booking details as specified in the “Event Booking 
Form” section based on the business object we have created earlier on. This is shown in figure 9. 

 

Figure 10. Event Booking Request for the I-Concierge Booking Manager 

When a user submits an event booking request, the latter can then be processed by a booking 

manager at I-Concierge. Figure 10 shows the home screen for Ronald Still who can view and 

process the new event booking request. 



 

Figure 11. Event Booking Request Verification by the Booking Manager 

In figure 11, we can see that when the event booking request is opened, the booking manager 

can verify the availability of the event selected and provide any remaining event details based 

on the data access rights set up as previously in figure 6.  



 

Figure 12. Event Booking Confirmation Screen for the Customer 

If the event is available, the “Reply Type” is marked as confirmed and a message confirmation is 

sent to the customer as depicted in figure 12. 



 

Figure 13. Customer Review of New Event Booking Details 

Otherwise, a list of alternatives for the event is prepared by the booking manager and sent back 

to the customer for further inputs as shown in figure 13. The customer can then decide if the 

new event details (in this case, a new date has been proposed) are satisfactory before 

proceeding with the booking phase.  

  



More Information 

 WebRatio homepage: http://www.webratio.com/portal/content/en/home 
 

 WebRatio Knowledge Base: 
http://wiki.webratio.com/knowledgebase/articlesList?link=oln65h.redirect&so=opu4h

&nav=95 

 

 WebRatio: model-driven development with BPMN and WebML (YouTube Video): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDrWaKSlSvY 

 Demonstration of WebRatio 6.0 BPM [HD] (BPMN and WebML modeling and prototype 
generation) (YouTube Video): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRS1LTazxFk 

 
 Computer Repair BPM Tutorial: 

http://wiki.webratio.com/index.php/Computer_Repair_BPM_Tutorial 

 

 

 


